BLUE KEY HOLDS
STUNT PROGRAM
FRIDAY EVENING
Mayor of Durham Gives
Inauguration Address
The Annual Stunt night sponsored by the Key is held by the gymnastics on next Friday, October 9 at seven o'clock. Cups are to be awarded to the best competitors, and prizes, medals, or decorations to the winners of the best stunts.

A special feature Friday night will be the announcement of the majority campaign. The Stunt program will be in person.

Each stunt is limited to five minutes so each horse will be in five or more passes to the stunts for the entering candidates. The pass of all others is twenty-five cents.

The judges engaged for the event are Mrs. Lillian Dyo Ferrin, Miss Lucile Scaidler, and Bradford McInerney.

Mr. Mitcheff also wishes to announce the next Friday night as soon as possible for their exact plans for the stunts.

BELSON WITHDRAWS FROM MAJORITY RACE
Mayor of Durham Gives Inauguration Address
Mayor of Durham has called Thursday night a reception to be held in honor of the Blue Circle of the club, in order to attract the attention of the students and members of the faculty.

The trophines, which will be on display Saturday night, will be purchased through the Balfour Company, and trophies will also be presented to the winning candidates.

The fourth annual horse show, scheduled for October 20, which is sponsored by the Key, will be managed by the Blue Circle of the club, in order to attract the attention of the students and members of the faculty.

The horse show will be held on Saturday, October 20, at the Durham Fairground. The show will be open to the public from 1:00 to 5:00 p.m.

The entries include: saddle horses, hunter, and pony classes, with no age limit on any age group. The entry fee is $3.00 per horse, absolutely all entry fees will go to the benefit of needy students, and furnished a place to the College Woods. The show will be open to the general public, and is sponsored by the New Hampshire Agricultural College. The show will be held at the Durham Fairground, and is sponsored by the New Hampshire Agricultural College.
PLAY IN YOUR YARD
The Women's Athletic Department has brought to our attention the fact that men students are rather monopolizing the tennis courts supposedly reserved for women. It is very unsportsmanlike of them to intrude when there are six courts available in a short story. While the men must confine their use of the courts to intrude when there are six courts available, they should insist that all sides of the problem be presented in a fair, unprejudiced manner. Students, upon a study of all the prevailing economic, political, and social problems, should be fully and more fully equipped to understand the problem, for all helpless women, men, and others that are continually rising. We would then be in a position to intelligently present our case and make our women courts available for the sake of all of us. We would like to know if we are always allowed to study both sides of the problem and see what sacrifices our own sex must make for the present to the right to govern themselves. What is your opinion of the men who have let their emotions control them instead of sensible reasoning? We would like to know if we are always allowed to study both sides of the problem and see what sacrifices our own sex must make for the present to the right to govern themselves. What is your opinion of the men who have let their emotions control them instead of sensible reasoning? We would like to know if we are always allowed to study both sides of the problem and see what sacrifices our own sex must make for the present to the right to govern themselves. What is your opinion of the men who have let their emotions control them instead of sensible reasoning?

NEW HAMPSHIRE WINS ANNUAL TRISTATE WRITING CONTEST
University Students Win Fourth and Fifth in National Contest
For the 5th consecutive year, New Hampshire, along with Vermont and Maine, is participating in the Annuial Tristate Writing Contest with Vermont and Maine. Our three teams scored 50 points, New Hampshire 16 and two-thirds, Maine 15 and one-third, and Vermont 3 points. The local winners of cash prizes were: First $25.00. Mrs. Virginia Whittaker, a freshman. Second $15.00. Charles O. Clarck, a senior. Third $10.00. Ralph Radd, a freshman. The New Hampshire entrants in a triple tie for first place in the contest were: W. V. A. A., S. P. W., M. P. W., and W. P. A. The election of a mayor is new to the town of Durham, New Hampshire, where there is not only unfair and unseemliness but also the first steps in the development of a fair, enlightened and reasonable thinking mind. To suppress education, as Benjamin Franklin declared, is not only unprofitable but must be continued to be laboratories for the teachings of others that are continually rising. We would like to know if we are always allowed to study both sides of the problem and see what sacrifices our own sex must make for the present to the right to govern themselves. What is your opinion of the men who have let their emotions control them instead of sensible reasoning? We would like to know if we are always allowed to study both sides of the problem and see what sacrifices our own sex must make for the present to the right to govern themselves. What is your opinion of the men who have let their emotions control them instead of sensible reasoning? We would like to know if we are always allowed to study both sides of the problem and see what sacrifices our own sex must make for the present to the right to govern themselves. What is your opinion of the men who have let their emotions control them instead of sensible reasoning? We would like to know if we are always allowed to study both sides of the problem and see what sacrifices our own sex must make for the present to the right to govern themselves. What is your opinion of the men who have let their emotions control them instead of sensible reasoning? We would like to know if we are always allowed to study both sides of the problem and see what sacrifices our own sex must make for the present to the right to govern themselves. What is your opinion of the men who have let their emotions control them instead of sensible reasoning? We would like to know if we are always allowed to study both sides of the problem and see what sacrifices our own sex must make for the present to the right to govern themselves. What is your opinion of the men who have let their emotions control them instead of sensible reasoning?

GRANITE
All upperclassmen who have not received their copy of the Granite should call at the office of the Granite. Monday, October 9, at 9 A.M., or on Thursday afternoon from 3 to 4 P.M.

FRANKLIN
DURHAM, N. H.
MON. & TUES., OCT. 8 & 9
GORGEOUS HUSSY
Joan Crawford / Robert Taylor
Metro Goldwyn Mayer
Second Show at 8:15
WEDNESDAY, OCT. 9
MARILYN MONROE ALFIE
Edward Arnold / Lionel Stander
THURSDAY, OCT. 10
HIS DIFFERENCE
Benny Staewack / Robert Taylor
FRIDAY, OCT. 10
WALKING IN AIR
Gene Tierney / Ann Soothern
Evenings at 6:45 & 9:30
No Matinees

PRIZE PLAY CONTEST OFFERS LARGE AWARDS
The Bureau of new plays announced a prize play contest with $300 offered to new authors and recent graduates. There will be six prizes of $50 each. This contest sponsors the most important and attention and thousands of applicants, don't enter. Little, Brown and company announced a short novel contest with a prize of $250 offered to first place. The contest closes January 1, 1937.

CHRISTIAN WORK BEGINS DRIVE
Christian Work started a drive for membership on Friday night which was most successful. This drive is perhaps antiquated but still proving riddles. Mr. J. H. Hays stated that there will be a Christian fellowship through the work of new writers and new readers. This is a feature called "Scrivener's Present." These contests may be secured from Professor Tovell.

BROTHER OF DONOR OF HOOD HOUSE DIES
Gilbert H. Hood, Sr., of Somerville, and Mrs. Emma Almira Hood, of Montclair, N. J., have lost their son, the brother of Charles H. Hood, Jr., of Brooklyn, who was 31 years of age. Mr. Hood became president of the Hood Company upon the retirement of his father, Charles H. Hood, one of the most prominent businessmen in the State of New York University.

GRANITE
All upperclassmen who have not received their copy of the Granite should call at the office of the Granite. Monday, October 9, at 9 A.M., or on Thursday afternoon from 3 to 4 P.M.
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Durham Woman’s Club

A board meeting of the club was held at the church on Friday, October 2. The members of the club will meet on Oct. 2 at the Woodman Institute in Dover for the lecture on “New England the Beautiful.”

Faculty Club

The Faculty club will hold its annual election of officers this evening: A.A.U.W.

A tea for new members of the Amer

Famed Monologist

Gives Performance

Cornelia Ottis Skinner, one of the lead

ing stage actresses in America, will ap

pear at the junior high school auditorium in Portsmouth tomorrow evening at 8:30 P. M., as an offering of “Modern Mono

logues.”

This will be Miss Skinner’s only ap

pearance in the vicinity of Durham dur

ing her present visit to New England. The presentation is under the auspices of Stansfield college.

Political Advertisement

Sinister Simonds, the Spook, for Mayor

Students Wise Simonize

These prominent campus personalities take a “Shine” to him—

Russ Martin, veteran tackle

Bill Weit, Bob’s no longer

Harold (man) Mountain, giant tackle

Chris Fernald, cavalcade queen

Sonny Chertock, champ miler

George Stenhek, president ’38

Bob Stanley, secretary ’39

Joe Nathanson, flaxen back

Bob “Butch,” ex. var. football m.

Roy Feinstein, treasurer ’39

And many others who have been omitted because of campus affiliations.

Space contributed by Thirta Kaye Phi Fraternity
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ich, RIPE-BODIED TOBACCO — “IT’S TOASTED”

A light smoke— but

You who like to take care

FRESH AIR— EXERCISE

— and a light smoke!

You who haven’t taken a taste of yourselves, but who love Life’s pleasures, too— there’s a ciga

of it! That’s enough paper to fill about

Bought so far!

Have you entered yet? Have you won your delicious Lucky Strike? Tune in “Your Hit Parade”— Wednesday and Sunday evenings. Listen, judge, and compare the tunes— then try your Lucky Strike “Sweepstakes.” And if you’re not already smoking Luckies, buy a pack to­

day and try them, too. Maybe you’ve been missing something. You’ll appreciate the advantages of Luckies—a Light Smoke of rich, ripe-bodied tobacco.

“A smoke that treats you right!”

You who go in for sports... and you who don’t... you both have reason to treat yourself well... to reach for a light smoke... a Lucky. For a light smoke is gentle with you. Buy one now when you instinctively feel the need to reach for a smoke. And since your Lucky... a light smoke... is made from the choicest center-leaf tobacco, it tastes good, too, even when you smoke all day long. So, for a smoke that treats you right it’s wise to reach for a Lucky. And remember, the protection of the famous “Famed Monologist” process is enjoyed only by those who smoke Luckies.

“SWEETSTAKES” FLASH!

Over 1760 tons of paper

bought so far! Since the start of Your Lucky Strike “Sweepstakes” more than 1760 tons of paper have been purchased so photo “Sweepstakes” entry cards. Just think of it! That’s enough paper to fill about 88 freight cars.

Have you entered yet? Have you won your delicious Lucky Strike? Tune in “Your Hit Parade”— Wednesday and Sunday evenings. Listen, judge, and compare the tunes— then try your Lucky Strike “Sweepstakes.” And if you’re not already smoking Luckies, buy a pack to­

day and try them, too. Maybe you’ve been missing something. You’ll appreciate the advantages of Luckies—a Light Smoke of rich, ripe-bodied tobacco.

Lucky Strike cigarettes

Lucky Strike

It’s a Light Smoke!

A smoke that treats you right!

You who go in for sports... and you who don’t... you both have reason to treat yourself well... to reach for a light smoke... a Lucky. For a light smoke is gentle with you. Buy one now when you instinctively feel the need to reach for a smoke. And since your Lucky... a light smoke... is made from the choicest center-leaf tobacco, it tastes good, too, even when you smoke all day long. So, for a smoke that treats you right it’s wise to reach for a Lucky. And remember, the protection of the famous “Famed Monologist” process is enjoyed only by those who smoke Luckies.
ANDOVER SUBURBS

Freshmen 20 to 0

Larsen Chief Guard
Gasser for Fosh
Team

Although they simplified their rivals in the final 15 minutes, New Hampshire
Football men went down to defeat before a better Andover aggregation
which played the game the way it had to be played Saturday.

In the third period Andover scored twice after moves of 65 and 45 yards.
Both scores came after defensive recoveries.
The third and final touchdown came in the fourth quarter. Mitch
Field, several times a New Hampshire zone man, dropped a
screen pass that cost him a touchdown and line and Kiphuth of Andover fell on the
fumble from six yards. As a result of the Andover score, Andover gained its
first points. The game was a sequel to the Andover's victory against
Hunter last fall which was won by 13 points. This was the first real test the team has
received and it proved that their victory of a week ago
not be attributed to any particular feature of their game, for they
steady march up the field led by the New
Hampshire backfield of Morin, Poynter, and Martin.
With the score 15 to 0, the New Hampshire backfield
began to make its real stand. An attempt to get the ball into New
Hampshire for 75 yards in nine plays to
rendered a touchdown. The resulting recovery by Hutchinson of
the pigskin for 15 yard gain, stopped cold a
Verville recovery of a Morin fumble,
whistle blew to end the game N. H. had
Bates. Marcus, and Dinsmore starred for Bates.

In the final period the Bates eleven
led by the New Hampshire five yard line and the resultant recovery by
Hutchinson of Bates made the score 15 to 0 after being stopped by a safety
for New Hampshire making the score 9 to 0. On the next play Giara crossed the goal line,
but the score was nullified because of a yard penalty of illegal use of the hands.
The whistle blew again to end the third quarter and the game over.

Andover was led by the New Hampshire backfield of
Morin, Poynter, and Martin.

In the final period the Bates eleven led by Marcus and Morin carried
the ball to the New Hampshire five yard line and produced the first score for the Bobcats.
Morin crossed the goal line, but the score was nullified because of a yard penalty of illegal use of the hands.
The whistle blew again to end the third quarter and the game over.
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SPORTS MANAGERS

There will be a meeting of the Ju

During his college baseball career Weir
an answer without hesitation, I'm glad to
ant points, one for touchdowns, one for extra points, and one for

Two

First Downs 15 10

Yards Penalized 55 10

Forwards Intercepted 0 1

Forwards Completed 10 4

Batted

Point after touchdown, J. Nathanson, N.

Point after touchdown, J. Nathanson, N.

The summary:

Andover—Buffalo, Hearne, Chouteau, Horning, MacDonald, Blagney, Demoney, H地形, R. Burns, Gould, Comfort, McPhail, q; McPhail, Hurd, McDonald, Coburn, Hurd, W. Towers, Blagney;

H. N. FRESH—Weinert: Blagney, Buffal;

N. H. FRESH—re—Weinert: Blagney, Buffal;

Forwards

in the final minutes of play. When the whistle blew to end the game N. H. had
Bates. Marcus, and Dinsmore starred for Bates.

In the final period the Bates eleven led by Marcus and Morin carried
the ball to the New Hampshire five yard line and produced the first score for the Bobcats.
Morin crossed the goal line, but the score was nullified because of a yard penalty of illegal use of the hands.
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new and uncopyrighted in campaigning.
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